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the spirit of research or preventing the insertion of 
some courses in each year which are the fruit of 
individual bent among the instructors. 

There is very much in the rest of the chapter that 
would bear quoting in full. But only one more 
passage can in fact be presented here; it is hoped 
that the purpose of this editorial has been attained, 
and that attention has at last been called to a book 
which should have been discussed in THE CLASSICAL 

WEEKLY long ago. 
There is, to be sure, a very real danger in some 

subjects, especially in English literature, that the 
instruction may take too belletristic a turn. The 
term 'culture course' has come to mean, among the 
undergraduates of one of our Eastern colleges, a 
course in which the students are not required to do 
any work. It is one of the main advantages of 
Latin and Greek over modern languages that the 
mere mastering of an ancient author's meaning will 
give enough bone and sinew of solid intellectual ef- 
fort to justify the teacher in adding thereto the 
flesh and blood of a literary interpretation. In a 
civilization so hard and positive in temper as our 
own, it is not the instinct for philology, but rather 
the instinct for literature and for the things of the 
imagination which is likely to remain latent if left 
to itself. A certain dry, lexicographical habit of 
mind is said by Europeans to be the distinctive mark 
of American scholarship. Instead of fostering this 
habit of mind in the study of the Classics by an un- 
due insistence on philology, it should be our en- 
deavor to counteract it by giving abundant stimulus 
and encouragement to the study of them as litera- 
ture. In the Classics more than in other subjects, 
the fact should never be forgotten that the aim pro- 
posed is the assimilation, and not the accumulation 
of knowledge. In the Classics, if nowhere else, mere 
erudition should be held in comparatively little ac- 
count except in so far as it has been converted into 
culture; and i ilture itself should not be regarded as 
complete until it has so penetrated its possessor as 
to become part of his character. C. K. 

A GREEK CITY (PRIENE) RECONSTRUCTEDI 

Teachers of the Classics are always ready to wel- 
come publications that put into their hands fresh 
means of illustrating ancient life. Appeals to the 
eye of the pupil are important aids toward vivifying 
instruction and deepening impressions made by the 
printed text and the words of the teacher. German 
scholars have long been leaders in the work of pre- 
paring illustrative material. The colored lithograph 
of the reconstruction; of an entire Hellenistic city, 
recently published, carefully worked out upon the 
basis of data furnished by expert research among 

IIn this brief paper written at the request of the editors of 
The Classical Weekly, there is no effort at originality. I have 
sought merely to call attention to the recently published colored 
lithograph which gives an excellent bird's-eye view of Priene as 
reconstructed by competent authorities and to the essay explana- 
tory of the litbograph. Throughout the paper I have had in 
mind two publications of Teubner (Leipzig, 1910), as follows: 
Priene, nach den Ergebnissen der Ausgrabungen der Preusst 
Museen 1895-1898 rekonstruiert von Ad. Zippelius. aquiarellier. 
von E. Wolfsfeld; Priene, ein Begleitwort zur Rekonstruktion 
von A. Zippelius, von Theodor Wiegand, mit 18 Figuren im 
Text und 5Tafeln (reprint from Neue Jahrb. XXV). Mk. 9. 

the remains, ought to take an important place in 
class-room equipment. The lithograph *of Priene 
(36x39 inches, conveniently mounted and rolled) pre- 
sents a splendid pictorial summary of the results 
achieved by the excavators. Any summary of a 
large work must necessarily omit much of important 
detail, and so the reconstruction cannot show all the 
rich results of the excavations. But it does afford 
an excellent general view, with no little detail, of 
what Priene must have looked like in the days of its 
prosperity. In spite of certain crudities in coloring, 
the effect of the whole is pleasing to the eye. The 
essay of Wiegand which accompanies the lithograph 
is a competent guide through the city, giving details 
of municipal and domestic arrangements such as 
could not be shown in the picture. It may serve the 
teacher at the same time as an example worth imi- 
tating of accurate, yet lively interpretation of antique 
life, such as appeals to students. 

To classical teachers the excavations at Priene are 
of special interest for two reasons: they have given 
us an unique example of the method by which a 
Greek city was built in the time of Alexander the 
Great, and they have uncovered the remains of great 
numbers of private houses of a type little understood 
before. 

When the founders of Priene searched the region 
of the Maeander valley for a suitable site for their 
new city, they found, in the heart of the Mykale 
range, in a place rich in mountain springs, a lone 
rock promontory facing the south, which lent itself 
readily to fortification. Here they had an Akropolis 
ready at hand and a pure water supply-the two es- 
sentials for a city. About the Akropolis and the 
terraced rocks at its base they drew a wall of fifteen 
(15) stadia. Before the construction of a single 
permanent public building was begun a plan of the 
entire city was constructed and a survey made ac- 
cording to this plian. It called for a regular system 
of streets intersecting at right angles and at equal 
intervals, with the Agora as the center of the whole 
system. All public buildings were subsequently built 
to fit this plan. The lithograph of Zippelius shows 
how the plan was strictly carried out by the engineers, 
in spite of great difficulties. 

From the height of the Akropolis, which is bare 
of structures save the wall of defense, a dizzy path 
leads down into the city. Near the foot of the 
Akropolis, just within the Eastern wall and outside 
the residence quarter, stands a water reservoir. From 
this the water supply, brought down from the 
heights above, was distributed to all parts of the 
city and into the houses by water mains and small 
pipes of terra-cotta. On approximately the same 
level with this reservoir, and on the right of any 
one descendiing the Akropolis path is the sanctu- 
ary of Demeter. Just below this point the path 
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enters the residence quarter of the city at the end 
of one of the 'stair-case' streets which intersect 
the city from North to South, leading down from 
terrace to terrace. 

To a modern occidental the streets of Priene pre- 
sent a strange appearance. Instead of broad drive- 
ways, sidewalks, lawns and shrubbery, vierandas, in- 
viting doorways and windows, Priene shows streets 
that were narrow paved passages II I-2 to i8 ft. 
wide, shut in by windowless house walls of marble 
blocks or stucco, with here and there the openings of 
low passageways leading into the houses. Where- 
ever possible, entrances to houses lay in a quiet side 
street or courtyard. In his home life the citizen of 
Priene seems to have sought perfect seclusion from 
the passerby in the street. 

Within the residence quarter in the upper part 
of the city four buildings stand out prominently from 
the close mass of red-roof,ed private houses: an open 
sanctuary of the Egyptian divinities, a gymnasium, 
the theatre with its stage buildings, and, most promi- 
nent *of all, the temple of Athena. This temple, a 
gift of Alexander the Great, stands out majestically 
above the whole city, upon a broad plateau which 
rises some 6o feet above the agora level and is 
supported by a massive sustiaining wall. The pre- 
cinct contains beside the temple itself an elaborate 
propylon where the street enters the precinct, a great 
altar to Athena, a magnificent portico of 32 columns 
with a broad promenade at the edge of the terrace, 
and statues and small temple-like structures simi- 
lar to the treasuries at Delphi. 

On a lower terrace, in the exact center of the 
city, lies the Agora. It is magnificent in its dimen- 
sions and in its relation to the size of the city, its 
length and breadth being almost exactly one fifth the 
greatest length and breadth of the city. This was 
the busy center of the life of the community. In 
its relation to the surroundings it occupies the same 
position; as the inner court of a house. it is sur- 
rounded by public buildings, lofty porticoes, a temple 
of Asklepios, houses and shops. Its broad peristyle 
was occupied by a great altar in the center, and by 
statues in marble and bronze, honorary inscriptions 
and ornamental seats. Its most conspicuous feature 
is a long portico on the north side, open to the 
south, contlaining offcial chambers, and communicat- 
ing at the back with the council hall and the pry- 
taneion. 

From the Southwest corner of the Agora a 'stair- 
case' street leads to the lowest of the city's terraces, 
which extends close to the city wall on the South. 
Its entire expanse is occupied by a large gymnasium 
and a stadium. The gymnasium, larger than the 
one in the upper part of the city, consists of an 
open court surrounded by halls and chambers. From 
the remains and inscriptions found here Wiegand 
draws an animated picture of the manifold activi- 

ties carried on here by the young men of Priene. A 
door in the Eastern w,all of the gymnasium commu- 
nicates with the stadium, which is nearly 6oo feet 
long. From the level of the race course, and only 
on its northern side, rise the tiers of spectators' seats 
in a long straight line. Unlike most stadia there 
are no seats around either end of the course. Behind 
the uppermost row of seats runs a promenade backed 
by a stately portico which afforded shelter to the 
spectators in case of rain. 

From some points of view the most interesting 
finds in Priene are the remains of private houses. 
Excavations at Delos and Pergamon brought to light 
the 'peristyle' type of Hellenistic houses. Priene has 
yielded in a most perfect way the 'megaron' type, 
descendant from the late Mycenaean megaron. Some 
of the features of this type are plainly seen in the 
lithograph. The mass of closely built houses, 
grouped four or eight to a block, show sloping red 
tiled roofs, windowless walls facing the streets, and 
open inner courts. 

The most constant feature of the houses in Priene 
is the prostas or pastas of Vitruvius, a hall with 
Doric faqade, leading into the oecus, the principal 
chamber, with dining-room adjoining. Almost in- 
variably this prostas is on the north side of the 
inner court, facing the South. Evidently the build- 
ers of Priene in laying out their city and building 
their houses were guided by the proverb, "where the 
sun enters the physician does not enter", and built 
their living-rooms in such a way as to get all possible 
sunlight. In the heat of summer an open chamber 
on the south side opposite the prostas afforded cool 
shelter from the sun. The prostas was used as a 
kitchen, as is evidenced by portable stoves and 
kitchen utensils found in that part of the house. 

The lithograph of Zippelius cannot give the details 
of the inner arrangement and furnishings of the 
houses. But these are admirably discussed in Wie- 
gand's essay, for those who have not access to the 
complete publication of the excavations (by Wie- 
gand and Schrader, Berlin, I9o4). 

More detailed description or critical discussion of 
the work of Zippelius and Wiegand would transcend 
the limits of this paper. It is to be hoped that 
interest in the lithograph and essay may be stimu- 
lated so that both may be widely welcomed in 
American schools. 
ADELBERT COLLEGE. W. G. LEUTNER. 

AN EPILEPTIC EMPEROR 

A STUDY IN THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE FIRST CAESAR 

There are only three ways in which one can ac- 
count for the tremendous significance of Caesar. 
One is, that he was a typical Roman of his period, 
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